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James Beard Foundation Welcomes
Submissions for 2011 James Beard
Foundation Awards
Sweeping Changes to Journalism Category Announced
NEW YORK, NY (October 14, 2010): The James Beard Foundation Awards Committee
announces today an open call-for-entries for the 2011 James Beard Foundation
Awards, the culinary industry’s most prestigious honors. Nominations for the
Restaurant and Chef Awards can be completed and submitted online at
www.jamesbeard.org/awards as of noon EDT on October 15. Downloadable entry forms
for the Book Awards, Journalism Awards, Broadcast Media Awards, and Design and
Graphics Awards programs are also available.
In addition, for the first time in the history of the Journalism Awards, judging will be
based solely on content and not on the outlet. Name and format changes have also
been made to the individual categories. A special Publication of the Year Award has
been added to recognize excellence in one of the following platforms: magazine,
newspaper, or website.
“This radical evolution of the category represents a huge leap forward for food
journalism,” said Dorothy Kalins, Chair of the James Beard Foundation Journalism
Awards Committee. “No longer will it matter where an incredible piece of service
journalism, a politically-charged essay or in-depth profile appears. The journalism
awards will be platform neutral giving more opportunities to reward excellent work.”

The new categories and definitions for the 2011 James Beard Journalism
Awards are:
MFK Fisher Distinguished Writing Award: Recognizes a single article of
exceptional literary merit pertaining to food and/or drink published in any medium.
Craig Claiborne Distinguished Restaurant Review Award: Recognizes discerning
criticism of enduring value which contributes to the larger discourse on cuisine or
restaurants. An entry consists of three restaurant reviews or critiques published in any
medium, attached as one entry.
Food Section of a General Interest Publication: Recognizes excellence in food
writing, reporting, and packaging of a regularly-published food section in a non foodfocused publication. Entries may be from any medium and consist of three complete
examples of the full section.
Food-related Feature: Recognizes excellence in a single food- or drink- related article
published in any medium that demonstrates enterprise, curiosity, and rigor.
Personal Essay: Recognizes excellence in a first-person essay on any food or drinkrelated topic, published in any medium. An entry consists of one eloquent essay that
demonstrates a unique voice, perceptiveness and style.
Humor: Recognizes a single piece of written and/or visual food- or drink-related satire,
parody, or other form of humor, published in any medium.
Cooking, Recipes, or Instruction: Recognizes excellence and innovation in food
service journalism. It honors originality and seeks fresh approaches—both written and
visual—to make cooking methods, ingredient knowledge, and recipes accessible to a
wide audience. An entry consists of three pieces published in any medium.
Profile: Recognizes a dramatic presentation that brings to life the world of a chef,
restaurateur, grower, producer, or other figure or group of significance to food or drink,
published in any medium.
Food Culture and Travel: Recognizes the importance of place, culture, and history
in food journalism. An entry consists of a single piece, or series of related pieces or
posts, published in any medium, that makes the connection of food to a community or
location.

Environment, Food Politics, and Policy: Recognizes excellence in investigative
reporting, analysis, or other public service journalism on environmental, political, or
policy-related issues regarding food or drink, published in any medium. An entry
consists of a single piece or a series of related pieces or posts.
Health and Nutrition: Recognizes enlightening journalism on food- or drink-related
health or nutrition topics published in any medium. An entry consists of one definitive
article or series of thematically-related pieces or posts.
Food-related Columns and Commentary: Recognizes the work of an individual that
demonstrates thought-provoking opinion and a compelling style. An entry consists of
three examples, regularly published in any medium.
Wine and Spirits: Recognizes distinctive style and innovative approach. An entry
consists of a single article on wine, spirits, or other alcohol beverages, published in any
medium.
Multimedia Food Feature: Recognizes excellence and innovation in storytelling or
communication. Entries consist of an integrated package of one piece, or a series of up
to three pieces, on food-or-drink-related topic which integrates multiple tools (such as
video, audio, narrative, links, social media), published in any medium which allows for
these tools.
Individual Food Blog: Recognizes individual enterprise and excellence in a single foodor drink-related blog that is the product of one primary voice, or a small group of
regular contributors. An entry consists of three days, weeks, or threads of posts,
whichever best represents the publishing schedule of the work.
Publication of the Year: Recognizes excellence in one magazine, newspaper, or
website. It is awarded by the Journalism Committee of the James Beard Foundation and
is based on nominations presented to them by the full roster of Journalism judges and
by former James Beard Journalism Award winners.
The full list of 2011 James Beard Foundation Awards programs and
deadlines:
Restaurant and Chef Awards: Online voting ends at midnight on December 31,
2010 (various categories for restaurants, restaurateurs, chefs and wine and spirits
professionals in the United States)

Book Awards: December 15, 2010 (for food and beverage books published in English,
in the calendar year 2010)
Journalism Awards: January 7, 2011 (work published in English in the calendar year
2010)
Broadcast Media Awards: January 7, 2011 (for television, radio shows, and
webcasts in English broadcast in the calendar year 2010)
Restaurant Design and Graphics: January 28, 2011 (open to architects/designers
in North America for restaurant projects completed since 2008)
Downloadable entry forms and links for voting for the 2011 James Beard Foundation
Awards will be available noon EDT on October 15 at www.jamesbeard.org/awards.
The James Beard Foundation Awards recognize outstanding achievement within the fine
food and beverage industry. The Awards honor professionals including cookbook
authors, chefs, restaurateurs, winemakers, journalists, broadcasters, and restaurant and
graphic designers in the United States.
The Awards are open to any industry professional who meets the criteria. Nominees will
be announced on Monday, March 21, 2011 in Portland, Ore. James Beard Foundation
membership is not required for participation in the nomination process or to win an
Award. Ballot tabulation is handled by Lutz and Carr, an independent accounting firm.
The James Beard Foundation Awards Gala will be held on Monday, May 9, 2011 at
Lincoln Center’s Avery Fisher Hall in New York City. The James Beard Foundation
Books, Broadcast and Journalism Awards, formerly called the Media Awards, will be
presented on Friday, May 6, 2011 at a separate event at the ESPACE in New York City.
Award winners will receive a bronze medallion etched with the image of the late James
Beard, the esteemed chef, cookbook author, and food journalist.
For more information about the James Beard Foundation Awards, please contact Yvon
Ros at 212.627.2090 or email yros@jamesbeard.org.
About the James Beard Foundation
Founded in 1986, the James Beard Foundation is dedicated to celebrating, nurturing, and
preserving America's diverse culinary heritage and future. A cookbook author and teacher with
an encyclopedic knowledge about food, James Beard, who died in 1985, was a champion of
American cuisine. He helped educate and mentor generations of professional chefs and food
enthusiasts. Today, the Beard Foundation continues in the same spirit by administering a
number of diverse programs that include educational initiatives, food industry awards,

scholarships to culinary schools, and publications, and by maintaining the historic James Beard
House in New York City’s Greenwich Village as a “performance space” for visiting chefs. For
more information, please visit www.jamesbeard.org. Find insights on food at the James Beard
Foundation’s blog Delights & Prejudices. Join the James Beard Foundation on Facebook. Follow
the James Beard Foundation on Twitter.
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